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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
At United States Air Force Space Command's (AFSPC) Malmstrom Air 
Force Base (AFB), Montana, the Malmstrom Form 29 (Fm 29, Appendix A) is 
used to document the hands-on weapon system and emergency war order 
(EWO) training given to two-person Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 
(ICBM) combat crews. Form 29 data are also used to monitor deviations 
from job performance requirements (JPRs; or training task standards, 
Appendix B) to ensure future training sessions include re-training these 
JPR deficiencies. The training documented on MAFB Fm 29 occurs in the 
Missile Procedures Trainer (MPT). The MPT is the ICBM launch control 
center simulator. The instructors who conduct MPT training are 
themselves ICBM combat crew members. Instructor positions are special 
duty requiring combat crew qualification and certification. The Fm 29 
is an adequate tool to document JPR deviations that are trained in the 
monthly MPT scenario. However, there is growing concern that the 
otherwise legitimate purposes of Fm 2 9 are being undermined because ICBM 
instructors, concerned with the possible negative impacts on the career 
opportunities of other combat crew members, are failing to note all JPR 
deviations during MPT sessions.
The MAFB Fm 29 was designed to be a dual purpose document. First,
it is supposed to record the deviations from the JPR standard committed
by each combat crew member during their monthly MPT session so that they
may know how to improve their performance. Second, the data are used to
track monthly deviation trends to ensure that subsequent training
1
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addresses previously documented deviations. The monthly MPT session and 
Fm 2 9 were designed to work in concert with the evaluation system. It 
appears, however, that instructors are not documenting every deviation 
committed by crew members because the form is being used by squadron 
leadership to evaluate crew member proficiency, a purpose for which it 
was not intended. Further, it appears Fm 2 9 data is being used to 
supplement or replace the (more) frequent evaluations of the past. This 
misuse of Fm 29 to assess crew force proficiency is significant for two 
reasons. The squadron commanders assessment of proficiency is important 
to the individual because crew members perceive their proficiency as the 
primary criterion for advancement within the crew force. Second, 
inaccurate Fm 29 data skews the analysis of documented JPR deviations 
which, in turn, makes it unlikely subsequent training will include 
actual problem areas.
RELEVANCE OF STUDY
Large corporate entities and governmental agencies conduct employee 
training programs. These programs are designed to allow the employee to 
function efficiently within their company or agency and fulfill their 
daily mission requirements. Therefore, understanding the structure of 
training programs and their possible weaknesses is useful to the 
professional administrator. An in-depth view of a product in one 
governmental agency's training can be instructive for public 
administrators in other agencies. The direct relationship between 
classroom and on-the-job training is usually quite clear. For federal 
disaster agencies and the military the relationship is less clear.
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Administrators in any agency whose function is to respond to unknown 
contingencies are challenged to ensure training is realistic and 
responsive to the agency's needs. It is difficult to simulate 
hurricanes, earthquakes, and nuclear war. Due to the dichotomy between 
day-to-day activities and actual agency missions, dynamic training 
systems and products require constant monitoring. Even though Fm 2 9 is 
only used at Malmstrom AFB in Montana, its purpose is mirrored by 
similar forms and procedures to document training in other agencies.
This study of Fm 29 and ICBM training illuminates the process of 
monitoring one training product within a dynamic governmental training 
system.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Squadron leaders review every Fm 29 following each crew's monthly 
MPT session. There is also a narrative section on the form to further 
clarify the deviations listed on Fm 29. Although the narrative section 
is designed for communication between the instructor and student, 
feedback given to a crew can be perceived by a squadron commander as a 
proficiency problem. For example, an instructor may recommend a crew 
study Air Force Regulation (AFR) 2 07-1 ("Aerospace Weapon Systems 
Security Standards") to gain a better conceptual grasp of nuclear 
security. These comments do not mean the crew cannot implement proper 
security procedures. Squadron leaders, however, may only see a 
"security problem" and not realize the instructor is merely trying to 
further the crew's understanding of nuclear security beyond the required 
minimum level.
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Training is considered punitive if combat crews believe poor MPT 
performance negatively affects career advancement. It appears 
instructors do not document all deviations from the JPR standard that 
occur in the MPT because squadron leadership determines crew force 
proficiency from Fm 29 information. Squadron leaders may then advance 
those crew members with a limited number of deviations or take adverse 
actions against combat crews who deviate from the JPR standard too 
frequently. If this is indeed occurring, then combat crew members may 
think of training as something which is career-threatening. There would 
be a viable solution if the problem were a function of personalities or 
individual actions. Instead, the problem revolves around perceptions 
and the misuse of training materials. The problem has become systemic 
over time.
Each combat crew member is required to undergo a unit standard­
ization evaluation every 18 months. This grueling experience is known 
as a "check ride." This evaluation is designed to assess proficiency. 
Squadron leadership can direct a no-notice evaluation at any time. 
However, this type of evaluation is rarely used. Until approximately 
1990, crew members normally received between seven and ten check rides 
during a four year crew tour. Their proficiency was assessed every four 
to eight months. With the 18 month requirement it is possible squadron 
leadership feels evaluations do not give a timely indication of crew 
proficiency. They may feel it is easier to use Fm 29 for a purpose for 
which it was not designed than to go through the standardization 
evaluation process.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY
The problem arises in the practice of using Fm 2 9 to assess the 
level of proficiency of the ICBM combat crew force. The purpose of this 
study is to determine whether missile crew members and their instructors 
believe that feedback given during training is adversely affecting 
career opportunities, and whether deficiencies are not being properly 
recorded by instructors. This research will investigate whether ICBM 
crew members believe documenting all JPR deviations committed in the MPT 
will negatively affect their careers. It relies on a survey methodology 
to test three hypotheses. First, Fm 29 is being misused to assess 
proficiency. Second, instructors are not recording all deficiencies. 
Third, combat crews believe too many documented deviations adversely 
affect opportunities. Testing these hypotheses will help determine 
whether combat crews believe listing all JPR deviations will negatively 
impact their careers.
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CHAPTER 2 
THE ICBM TRAINING SYSTEM
Military training is conducted with clear objectives. At MAFB it 
revolves around the ability to operate the Minuteman III ICBM weapon 
system and "put bombs on target." For this study it is necessary to 
understand the U.S. Air Force training system in order to understand the 
role Fm 29 plays. The training environment needs to be a place where 
crews display their knowledge and try their hardest to "be right." It 
also needs to be an environment where they can make mistakes and learn 
from them without fear of punitive action. Such an environment cannon 
exist if crew members fear that training mistakes can derail careers. 
JPRs specify outcomes and combat crew members need to experiment with 
different techniques to accomplish the required JPR. Having a fear of 
making mistakes stifles innovation and may preclude learning the actual 
technique a two-person crew will need in war.
BACKGROUND OF ICBM TRAINING SYSTEM
Squadron leadership and some functional area managers rely on the 
information contained on Pm 2 9 to analyze and assess combat crew 
training. Fm 2 9 meets the general criteria for measuring learning 
outcomes. However, measurement tools that are not properly used cannot 
be effective (Magar 1962, 55-70). Training in the U.S. Air Force is 
conceptually grounded in Instructional Systems Development (ISD). ISD 
in the military follows a generic five-phase management model attributed
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to Henri Fayol. This model, with its alteration for ISD, is described 
below.
(1) Problem definition. Job and task analysis is conducted to 
determine the exact skills required to successfully complete the 
specified task. For ICBM systems the analysis is conducted at the Air 
Logistics Center at Hill AFB, Utah. Representatives from the Nuclear 
Weapons System Safety Working Group of the Department of Energy, Air 
Force engineers, and ICBM training specialists design the technical 
order operating documents and standards for each weapon system. For 
example, at Malmstrom AFB, to operate the Minuteman III A/M Command Data 
Buffer weapon system, the analysis revealed a requirement to perform 
over 200 individual tasks {Appendix B) . These tasks are placed into the 
operating documents and later refined into JPRs (Appendix B) by the 
training specialists.
(2) Alternatives/solutions considered. Various training methods 
are evaluated during this phase. Combat crew members from different 
bases are selected and temporarily assigned to Hill AFB. While at Hill 
AFB they execute various proposed weapon system and EWO operating 
techniques. For ICBM training the solutions considered include the 
proper mix of hands-on training in the MPT, classroom instruction on 
weapon system operation and (EWO) procedures, and review of the myriad 
of applicable regulations.
(3) Product development. This includes any general training plan 
and can go as far as MPT script and lesson plan development for ICBM 
training. After the testing at Hill AFB is complete, and after the 
weapon system goes into production, actual training plans are devised.
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Because the overall end product is combat-ready personnel, this is a 
fluid and on-going procedure. Any system dealing with people cannot be 
a static product.
(4) Product testing. This involves implementation of the developed 
training product. All ICBM combat crew members receive initial 
qualification training at Vandenberg AFB, California. Once this initial 
training is complete a standardization evaluation is administered to 
assess proficiency and validate the training. Each base then conducts 
local training and administers evaluations at the 18 month interval 
(minimum) already discussed.
(5) Constant monitoring. This step of the process allows changing 
the training tools to both change with technology and ensure the 
materials are being used as designed. The U.S. Air Force, through Air 
Education and Training Command, accomplishes this for initial ICBM 
training at Vandenberg AFB, but each individual base monitors its own 
training function (Branson 1991, 377-402; Fayol 1917 [trans 1949]).
This is the key step of the ISD model for Fm 29. Training products must 
be constantly monitored to ensure they meet their intended purpose.
A theoretical understanding of how Fm 2 9 fits into the overall 
training scheme is relevant. Constant monitoring has not been 
accomplished with respect to Fm 29. The ISD model does not require 
review but needs its design to be followed. ISD can address the problem 
with relative ease. The monitoring of training materials to ensure they 
are updated as required may have precluded the problem with Fm 29. A 
history of the usé and importance of Fm 29 helps illustrate why it is 
currently ineffective.
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FM 2 9 HISTORY
For the past 30 years ICBM crew members (missileers) have built the 
foundation for a career as a missile officer by serving as either an 
instructor or an evaluator during their initial crew tour. Squadron- 
level leadership made decisions to move people into instructor/evaluator 
positions based primarily on performance. Overall performance was and 
still is generally assessed using three criteria; 1) training records 
(i.e., Fm 29); 2) standardization/evaluation results; and, 3) monthly 
emergency war order examination scores. There is little or no room for 
subjectivity in the latter two. However, the instructor's subjectivity 
plays a large part in the documentation on the training records. Base- 
level ICBM instructors were and still are crew members themselves. 
Instructor duty is an additional crew member function reserved for 
highly qualified combat crew members. Instructors sometimes do not note 
their peer's (student's) failure to properly accomplish certain training 
tasks or gloss over the deviation from JPR standard in the narrative 
portion of the form. This is not to suggest that the instructors do not 
address problem areas. They simply "retrain" JPR deviations 
(deficiencies) in the MPT and do not document the deviation on Fm 29. 
This is done to reduce the number of listed JPR deviations which will be 
seen by squadron leaders, while at the same time ensuring students grasp 
the concept and perform the task correctly. Inconsistent documentation 
of JPR deviations is a function of individual instructor behavior. As a 
result, squadron leadership cannot effectively use Fm 29 as an accurate 
indicator of proficiency or performance. Consistency in the use of 
training measurement tools is imperative if they are to be effective
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(Travers 1955, 105-118). The current use of the Fm 29 is inconsistent 
and fails to meet Travers' criteria.
FM 2 9 FUNCTION
One squadron at each missile wing has a division (called a flight) 
that is dedicated to classroom instruction and building training 
materials. This flight operates within steps (2) through (5) of the ISD 
model. The error analysis section of this flight identifies training 
problem areas throughout the entire crew force. This allows repeat 
attention in subsequent MPT or classroom training. The primary tool 
error analysis used to determine these problem areas is the JPR 
deviation listing on the reverse side of Fm 29. This part of the form 
lists the JPRs that were not performed to standard by the student crew 
and assigns a deficiency code to each deviation. There are seven 
deficiency codes (DC-Ol through DC-07, Appendix C) that indicate a lack 
of knowledge, proficiency, association, discipline, prioritization, 
"other," and inadequate crew coordination. Assessing Fm 29 data is 
crucial to fulfill the spirit and intent of ISD. ISD professionals have 
come to realize that the central issue is not how well training is 
conducted, but how well job performance is improved by any method 
(Branson 1991, 375). Misleading information gained from Fm 29 is then 
used to determine how to improve job performance through construction of 
training materials. This is not consistent with the ISD method. It is 
quite possible the error analysis staff is currently chasing as many 
ghosts as they are chasing real problems. Following problem trend(s)
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identification the MPT scripts section of this flight prepares the MPT 
computer program for the next month's training session.
The scripts section builds the monthly MPT computer program based 
on the annual training plan. Every combat crew member must accomplish 
each of the 207 JPRs annually as a minimum. However, flexibility is 
built into the cycle to allow for recurring problems identified by the 
error analysis section. Human resources are used to generate meaningful 
simulation scenarios for required tasks. However, it is likely that 
truly warranted scenarios are not being divised for the monthly script 
because they are not identified on Fm 29. This circular dependence on 
an accurate Fm 2 9 further illustrates the systemic nature of this 
problem. The Air Force is a bureaucracy. It is "bound" by rules, 
procedures, and traditions (Henderson and Parsons, 330-335; Weber [trans 
1947]). The scripts section takes data from error analysis, which is 
derived from the instructor's Fm 29 input, while no questions are 
raised concerning the validity of the data. In the military the 
validity of training is paramount to mission success (Branson 1991,
379). However, not questioning Fm 29 accuracy casts some doubt on 
training validity. Proper documentation of deviations from JPR 
standards is important. Constructive feedback, through proper 
documentation, will assist student crews improve their performance. 
Without this feedback there is little point in grading or assessing a 
student's performance with any expectation they will learn from the 
experience (Reid 1971, 25-30). It is crucial that instructors provide 
honest feedback and positive reinforcement (Gagne 1985, 220-226).
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Instructors understand their task is to present the MPT script and 
other materials in a realistic and equitable fashion. However, they 
must realize the positive impact they can have on crew force proficiency 
with good feedback as well as the negative impact on error analysis and 
future scripts with poor Fm 2 9 documentation.
Although sq[uadron leadership requires a tool to assess their crews' 
proficiency, the focus needs to be on how to make their crews more 
proficient. The historical impact of using Fm 29 to assess proficiency 
seems to have a negative systemic impact on both the ISD training model 
and combat crew perceptions of how training results are used.
If all deviations from the JPR standard are not being documented, 
and student crews are not receiving usable feedback, then Fm 29 is being 
misused. Merely directing instructors to follow the ISD intent of Fm 29 
by "writing up" all deviations and providing useful feedback is not 
likely to make any long-term impact.
SUMMARY
Fm 2 9 is one tool used within the larger context of the ISD 
training model. ISD is a five-step process with a final phase of 
constant monitoring of training requirements and products. Fm 29 has 
not been constantly monitored or revised when appropriate. Proficiency 
has and is still determined using training records, standardization/ 
evaluation results, and test scores. Test scores and evaluation results 
cannot be manipulated. However, results of MPT training can be skewed 
by not documenting all of the JPR deviations committed in the MPT.
There is no longer a short period of time between evaluations from which
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to determine proficiency. The only product squadron leadership has to 
evaluate proficiency on a regular basis is Fm 29. Unfortunately, 
proficiency determination is not the purpose of Fm 29.
If Fm 29 is being misused to assess proficiency, instructors may 
not document all deviations from the JPR standard. This may be 
impacting agencies outside of the combat crew members and instructors 
squadrons. If this is the case, then the error analysis and scripts 
sections cannot get a true reading of the problem area trends without 
knowing all of the JPR deviations committed in every MPT session.
In addition, instructors may not be using the narrative portion of 
Fm 29 to recommend technical or procedural changes to student crews for 
fear it will be misinterpreted by squadron leaders as proficiency 
problems. If this is the case, students will not get usable feedback 
and ICBM combat crews may not want to experiment with new techniques 
during training because they may make a mistake and they fear these 
errors will have a negative impact on their careers.
This research will determine whether Fm 2 9 is being misused to 
assess proficiency, instructors are not recording all deficiencies, and 
combat crews believe training feedback negatively affects their careers.
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The general research question tested in this study may be stated 
as follows:
Student ICBM combat crew members and ICBM instructor crew members 
believe listing all deviations from JPR standards on Form 29 has a 
negative impact on the careers of the student crews.
Three hypotheses will be used to answer the general research question. 
These hypotheses may be stated as follows:
HI: Form 29 is being misused to assess proficiency.
H 2 : ICBM instructors are not recording all JPR deviations
committed in the MPT.
H 3 ; ICBM combat crews believe too many deviations negatively 
affect career opportunities.
METHODOLOGY
The empirical data for this research were gathered from two sources
using questionnaires. The first seven-question survey (Appendix D) was
collected from ICBM combat crew members and ICBM instructor crew members 
prior to their monthly weapon system classroom training at Malmstrom AFB 
during February 1994. A  four-question survey (Appendix E) was 
administered to each of the four operational squadron commanders and the 
operations support squadron commander in their offices during the last 
week of February, 1994.
14
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The primary survey instrument was used to measure the attitudes of 
ICBM crew members in order to test the three hypotheses (H1-H3) and 
answer the general research question. Do combat crew members perceive 
that Fm 2 9 is used by squadron leadership to determine crew proficiency 
(HI) ? Is every deviation from the JPR standard documented by 
instructors on each Fm 29 (H2)? If every JPR deviation is listed on Fm 
29, do crew members feel their leadership will perceive they have a 
proficiency problem (H3)? Do crew members believe proficiency is the 
primary consideration for career advancement (H3)?
A  questionnaire was chosen for two reasons. With the large 
research population individual interviews could not be conducted within 
a reasonable amount of time. If crew members believe training is 
punitive then the anonymity of a survey is likely to allow them to speak 
more freely and honestly. Moreover, although it is easy to determine 
which crew members are assigned instructor duties it was not possible to 
isolate and survey instructors as a group. Thus, crew member and 
instructor surveys were administered and evaluated together. The 
composition of the population is presented in Table 3-1.
Research Population
Table 3-1 
Research Population
ICBM Crew Members 2 21
ICBM Instructors 78
Squadron Commanders  5
Total; 3 04
Due to the small population and the ability to assemble the crew 
members and instructors several times monthly, all surveys were
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completed during February, 1994. The four-question survey was orally 
administered to the squadron commanders during February, 1994. They 
were administered in an interview setting for two reasons. First, these 
are senior officers who are not accustomed to being treated as research 
subjects and may not have filled out a questionnaire. Second, squadron 
commander support for the project translated to an eagerness by combat 
crews and instructors to willingly answer the seven-question survey.
Research Focus
This research deals strictly with attitudes and beliefs. The 
research does not address whether training is actually punitive. It 
focuses on whether those receiving training "believe" it is punitive.
If crew members believe listing all JPR deviations on Fm 29 during 
monthly MPT sessions could have a negative impact on their careers, then 
training is considered punitive. Attitudes encompass three different 
aspects. (1) Cognitive: ideas or propositions expressing the 
relationship between situations and attitudinal objects; (2) affective: 
emotions or feelings concerning the situations surrounding the 
attitudinal objects; and, (3) behavioral: how the individual reacts in 
response to the ideas and feelings concerning the situation or 
attitudinal object (Gagne 1985, 224-226) . The surveys focus on the 
cognitive and affective domains. They also measure some behaviors that 
form the attitudes expressed through the answers from the respondents.
Although ICBM crew members receive four different types of training 
every month, Fm 2 9 is only used during MPT training. Therefore,
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perceptions concerning the degree these commissioned officers believe 
training is punitive focus on MPT training alone.
SURVEY CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING
The survey was designed in a building block fashion. Answers must 
be consistent to assist validity and suggest the respondents have 
actually understood the questions. Although not every question directly 
addresses whether training is considered punitive, answers build toward 
that conclusion. The surveys were constructed using the Likert scaling 
method (Likert 1932}. This method requires that a test survey be 
administered to ensure the concepts or attitudes being researched are 
actually measured by the survey. Two separate test surveys were 
designed and scored on the Likert scale to build the final question­
naires. For the first test, fifteen percent of the total population was 
surveyed. Different people from the population (a "new" fifteen 
percent) were surveyed for the second test questionnaire. Both sets of 
test respondents were randomly selected. Each day forty crew members 
assemble for a pre-departure briefing prior to driving to their 
respective launch control center and assuming strategic alert duty. On 
two consecutive days all forty were surveyed plus one squadron commander 
each day. The first test indicated contradiction between some questions 
where like answers should have occurred. The questions were rewritten 
and the second test indicated consistency between different questions 
(and answers) measuring the same attitude. At this point the entire 
population (304 individuals) were administered the final survey(s).
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Indicators
One question (number one) asks whether the respondent crew member 
believes Fm 29 is used to assess proficiency. This is related to 
question number seven concerning advancement in the squadron being based 
on proficiency. Three more questions build on this to determine if JPR 
deviations are always documented. Question number one indicates crew 
member attitudes concerning the role Fm 29 plays in determining 
proficiency. If crew members believe Fra 29 is used to assess 
proficiency and also believe squadron advancement is based on 
proficiency (question number seven), then there is an attitudinal link 
between Fm 29 and the belief that training is punitive.
Questions numbered four and six directly address whether 
instructors document every JPR deviation committed in the MPT. Because 
there may not be a causal link between instructor failure to document 
JPR deviations and crew member/instruetor belief in the punitive nature 
of MPT training, question number five asks if crew members believe 
writing all JPR deviations will lead to a negative leadership perception 
about proficiency. Positive responses to questions four, five, and six 
will indicate a belief that too many JPR deviations has a potentially 
negative effect on crew member's careers. Question two assumes all JPR 
deviations are not written on Fm 2 9 and asks if the respondent believes 
it is because squadron leadership will perceive the crew member has a 
proficiency problem. Question number three approaches the situation 
from a reverse angle. It asks whether respondents think having fewer 
numbers of JPR deviations written on Fm 29 will benefit their career.
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THREATS TO VALIDITY/LIMITATIONS
To emulate the scientific method this research would require a 
three step process. An assessment of the current Fm 29 procedures would
be needed. This would be followed by a trial period where new
procedures were tested. The last step would be an analysis of the 
impact of the new procedure. These three activities would fulfill the 
ISD requirement to constantly monitor and modify training products.
This research does not follow this three step process. It is possible 
the results, conclusions, and recommendations derived from the research 
may be sufficient to justify a change in the design or use of Fm 29. 
Nuclear surety, nuclear security, and critical national assets are
impacted by combat crew training. Malmstrom AFB senior leadership will
not permit alteration of ICBM training procedures or products to merely 
test a general research question and its supporting hypotheses.
Ideally, the entire process could take up to 18 months. There is 
inadequate time to conduct a 6-12 month test period, conduct analysis, 
and make recommendations.
Using the current research population to determine attitudes 
provides a snapshot in time. One cannot conclude that Fm 2 9 procedures 
affected attitudes in the same manner five years ago. Current Fm 2 9 
procedures may not similarly affect attitudes two years in the future. 
This is somewhat mitigated by the amount of time different people within 
the research population have been assigned to Malmstrom AFB. Some of 
those surveyed have been exposed to current Fm 2 9 procedures for four 
years and others for only six months. There is no even distribution of 
assigned crew members and instructors based upon "time on station."
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this inquiry is to answer a general research 
question: Do combat crew members and instructors believe listing all
JPR deviations on Fm 2 9 has a negative impact on the careers of the 
student crews. This will be accomplished by testing three hypotheses: 
1) Fm 29 is being misused to assess proficiency; 2) instructors are not 
recording all JPR deviations; and, 3} combat crews believe too many 
deviations negatively impact career opportunities. The research seeks 
to determine perceptions and attitudes. It is an attempt to ascertain 
whether certain behaviors (listing JPR deviations on the Fm 29) are 
linked to attitudes (of crew members/instructors and squadron 
commanders) regarding career advancement opportunity. This is closely 
tied into the ISD model where training materials and products such as 
MAFB Fm 29 are constantly monitored. If Fm 29 is being misused, then 
the ISD design is not being followed.
Two survey instruments were tested and designed to measure the 
perceptions and beliefs of combat crew members, instructors, and 
squadron commanders. The surveys were constructed using a Likert scale 
and administered to 304 respondents assigned to Malmstrom AFB in 
February, 1994.
The research does not closely follow the scientific model due to 
time and other practical constraints. The results are limited to 
Malmstrom AFB and the time the survey was administered.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
The results of the data gathered in February, 1994 are presented in 
this chapter using tables. Each of the three hypotheses is addressed in 
turn. The raw data are presented in Appendix F.
FORM 29 MISUSED TO ASSESS PROFICIENCY
Crew members/instructors were asked whether they believed squadron 
leaders were using Fm 29 to assess their proficiency. As shown in Table 
4-1, 64% agreed or strongly agreed.
Table 4-1
_____ Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #1_____
The Fm 29 is primarily used by squadron leadership (defined as your 
supervisor, i.e. flight leader, flight commander [senior crew], 
operations officer, squadron commander, etc.) to determine proficiency.
Strongly Agree 10%
Agree 54%
Neutral 26%
Disagree 10%
Strongly Disagree 0%
A similar question was asked of squadron commanders. As shown in
Table 4-2, only one (20%) agreed with the statement.
Table 4-2 
Squadron Commander Ouestion #1
Squadron leadership primarily uses the Malmstrom Form 2 9 (Fm 29) to 
assess crew member proficiency.
Strongly Agree 0%
Agree 2 0%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 6 0%
Strongly Disagree 2 0%
21
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There is a notable difference between squadron commander and crew 
member/instructor responses. Whereas more than half of the combat crew 
members and instructors (64%) believe Fm 29 is used by squadron leaders 
to determine proficiency, only one of the five squadron commanders 
responded that he used the form for that purpose.
Crew members/ instructors were asked if they believed deficiencies 
were not documented because too many would indicate a proficiency 
problem. As shown in Table 4-3, 43% agreed or strongly agreed.
Table 4-3 
Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #2
In the MPT, if some deviations from the JPR standard (i.e., "problem 
area") are not documented on the Fm 29 it is because too many write-ups 
indicate the crew has a proficiency problem.
Strongly Agree 3%
Agree 40%
Neutral 21%
Disagree 23%
Strongly Disagree 13%
Crew members were then asked about their Fm 2 9 and the perception 
squadron leaders may have about their proficiency. As illustrated in 
Table 4-4, 69% agreed or strongly agreed that if every deviation was 
documented leadership may perceive a proficiency problem.
Table 4-4 
Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #5
If every problem area (deviation from JPR standard) is written on my Fm 
29, squadron leadership may perceive I have a proficiency problem.
Strongly Agree 21%
Agree 48%
Neutral 10%
Disagree 21%
Strongly Disagree 0%
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Although the reality seems to be that squadron leaders do not use 
Fm 29 to assess proficiency, the crew members and instructors perceive a 
relationship between Fm 29 and proficiency assessment. In short, the 
data fails to fully support the first hypothesis (that Fm 29 is being 
used to assess proficiency).
INSTRUCTORS ARE NOT RECORDING ALL JPR DEVIATIONS COMMITTED IN THE MPT
Two questions were asked on each survey concerning JPR 
documentation. The training in the MPT is divided into weapon system
and EWO. Although all ICBM training is critical, it is safe to say EWO
(launch procedures) is the more critical of the two types of training.
As shown in Table 4-5, 64% of crew members instructors agreed or 
strongly agreed that identified weapon system deviations are sometimes 
not written up on Fm 29. However, as shown in Table 4-6, 62% disagreed 
or strongly disagreed that EWO deviations are not written up on Fm 29.
If the perceptions of crew members/instructors are accurate, then the 
error analysis section is not receiving all the data needed to compile
useful reports (see pages 10-11).
Table 4-5
______Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #4______
If instructors identify weapon system problems (deviation from JPR 
standard) in the MPT, they sometimes are not written-up on the Fm 29.
Strongly Agree 11%
Agree 53%
Neutral 8%
Disagree 20%
Strongly Disagree 8%
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Table 4-6 
Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #6
If instructors identify EWO problems {deviation from JPR standard) in 
the MPT, they sometimes are not written-up on the Fm 29.
Strongly Agree 0%
Agree 2 0%
Neutral 18%
Disagree 50%
Strongly Disagree 12%
The difference between Table 4-5 and Table 4-6 indicate EWO jPRs 
are more likely documented than weapons system JPRs. Error analysis 
certainly appears to be an exercise in futility. This means they are 
not (and cannot be) sending all of the actual error (JPR deviation) 
trends to the scripts section. The scripts section may not be receiving 
all of the information required to insert recurring problems into the 
next month's script if instructors are sometimes not documenting 
deficiencies. Annual training plan requirements are being fulfilled, 
but script flexibility to add problem areas that are identified on Fm 2 9 
is possibly wasted. The data strongly supports the idea that constant 
monitoring of Fm 29 (training materials/products) is not being 
successfully accomplished. There is circular dependence on accurate Pm 
2 9 information, and failure to report all deviations makes the efforts 
of approximately ten individuals (2 in error analysis, 8 in scripts) 
less efficient.
Squadron commanders were asked two questions concerning their 
belief about instructor documentation for both weapon system and EWO 
deviations. As shown in Table 4-7, 60% of squadron leaders agreed that 
instructors were in fact documenting weapon system deviations.
Similarly, as shown in Table 4-8, 80% of squadron commanders agreed 
instructors were documenting EWO deviations. Either instructors are
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giving the impression they are behaving true to the ISD model by 
documenting all deviations, or squadron commanders know the training 
paradigm and assume it is being followed.
Table 4-7 
Squadron Commander Ouestion #2
Instructors in my squadron document every deviation from the weapon 
system standard (problem area) a crew member commits in the MPT on the 
reverse of the Fm 29.
Strongly Agree 0%
Agree 60%
Neutral 20%
Disagree 20%
Strongly Disagree 0%
Table 4-8
______Squadron Commander Ouestion #4______
Instructors in my squadron document every deviation from the EWO JPR 
standard (problem area) a crew member commits in the MPT on the reverse 
of the Fm 29.
Strongly Agree 20%
Agree 60%
Neutral 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly Disagree 0%
The crew member/instructor responses generally support the 
hypothesis that instructors are not recording all deviations committed 
in the MPT. However, it appears instuctors are more likely to document 
EWO JPRs. Squadron leaders, however, do not perceive instructors are 
failing to write deviations on Fm 2 9 to the extent crew 
members/instructors indicate.
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ICBM COMBAT CREWS BELIEVE TOO MANY DEVIATIONS NEGATIVELY IMPACT CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
To test this hypothesis crew members/instructors were asked whether 
they believe advancement is based on weapon system and EWO proficiency. 
As shown in Table 4-9, 48% agreed or strongly agreed.
Table 4-9
_____ Crew Member/Instruetor Ouestion #7_____
Advancement in my squadron is primarily based on weapon system and EWO 
proficiency.
Strongly Agree 16%
Agree 32%
Neutral 19%
Disagree 21%
Strongly Disagree 12%
Squadron leaders were asked the same question. As shown in Table
4-10, 40% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, while none
disagreed.
Table 4-10 
Squadron Commander Ouestion #3
Advancement in my squadron is primarily based on weapon system and 
emergency war order (EWO) proficiency.
Strongly Agree 2 0%
Agree 2 0%
Neutral 6 0%
Disagree 0%
Strongly Disagree 0%
To explain their neutral responses the squadron leaders indicated 
during the oral administration of the surveys that maturity and the 
ability to handle greater responsibility were two of several subjective 
criteria considered in advancement decisions along with proficiency. 
Thus, they could neither agree or disagree with the statement.
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As shown in Table 4-11, 41% of crew members/instructors agreed or 
strongly agreed that a record of having few deficiencies documented 
would benefit their careers. Another 40% disagreed or strongly 
disagreed, suggesting mixed support for hypothesis #3.
Table 4-11 
Crew Member/Instructor Ouestion #3
Sustained (defined as more than 4 consecutive months) superior 
performance during monthly MPT sessions (defined as between 0 and 2 
problem areas, or, deviations from JPR standard) will benefit my career.
Strongly Agree 8%
Agree 33%
Neutral 19%
Disagree 32%
Strongly Disagree 8%
SUMMARY
The results of the research establish an attitudinal link between 
Fm 2 9 and the belief that training can be perceived as punitive by crew 
members and instructors. The hypotheses support and affirm the general 
research question. Sixty-nine percent of crew members/instructors 
believe documenting every deficiency may be perceived as a proficiency 
problem (Table 4-4). Forty-eight percent of the combat crew members and 
instructors believe advancement in their squadron is based on 
proficiency (Table 4-9). Sixty-four percent of crew members/instructors 
believe Fra 29 is used to determine proficiency. Thus, nearly half of 
the nearly 3 00 respondent combat crew members believe documenting every 
JPR deviation committed in the MPT will have a negative impact on the 
careers of student crews. The data asserts all JPR deviations are not 
documented. There is overwhelming support for the proposition that
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documenting every JPR deviation will lead to a negative perception by 
leadership concerning proficiency. Nearly seventy percent of the crew 
members and instructors (69%) indicated that writing every JPR deviation 
committed in the MPT would lead to a negative perception by leadership 
concerning their proficiency. However, eighty percent of the squadron 
leadership stated they do not use the Fm 2 9 to assess proficiency (Table 
4-2). Unfortunately, the discussions during oral presentation of the 
questionnaires did not reveal any consistent standard for assessing 
proficiency between squadrons, or between different individuals within 
the same squadron.
Sixty-nine percent of crew members and instructors believe that if 
every JPR deviation is written on Fm 2 9 squadron leadership may perceive 
a proficiency problem (Table 4-4). It is interesting that only 43% of 
the same respondents believe the reason the JPR deviations are not 
documented is because it indicates a proficiency problem. Although the 
two questions address the same issue, they are written differently. It 
is likely respondents answered each question on its face and did not 
look for consistency or general issues.
Less than half (43%) of the crew force respondents felt the reason 
some JPR deviations were not documented was because it indicated the 
crew had a proficiency problem. More importantly, twenty-one percent 
did not know why deviations were not documented (neutral) indicating 
there may be another reason for not documenting JPR deviations (Table 4- 
3). However, not knowing why deviations are not documented still 
indicates the documentation is not occurring. Almost seventy percent of 
the crew members and instructors believe that if every JPR deviation
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committed in the MPT is documented squadron leadership might perceive 
the individual has a proficiency problem. There is strong indication 
that the crew force perceives a relationship between Fm 2 9 documentation 
and a leadership perception concerning crew force proficiency. Sixty- 
nine percent of the crew members and instructors surveyed believed 
documenting every JPR deviation would lead to a negative perception by 
leadership about proficiency (Table 4-4). The results support the 
conclusion there is a direct relationship between the number of JPR 
deviations documented and a negative perception by squadron leadership 
about the student crew's proficiency. The responses support the 
research question and confirm belief in a relationship between 
proficiency and its perceived impact on crew member's careers.
Forty-one percent of the respondents felt sustained MPT performance 
with very few JPR deviations documented would benefit their careers 
(Table 4-11). Another forty percent did not feel sustained superior 
performance would have a positive effect. Therefore, no conclusion can 
be drawn from the question designed to view the issue from the "reverse 
angle." The combat crew force perceives a relationship between JPR 
documentation and their leadership's perception of proficiency. Nearly 
half of the respondents (48%) believe career advancement is primarily 
based on proficiency (Table 4-7), This significantly supports the 
proposition that combat crew members believe documenting every JPR 
deviation negatively impacts on their careers. Combat crews and 
instructors believe their career advancement is based on weapon system 
and EWO proficiency. As stated earlier, question number six on the crew 
member/instructor survey directly addresses the issue. Simply stated.
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combat crew members believe documenting every deviation from the JPR 
standard will lead to negative perceptions by leadership concerning 
proficiency. This belief by the combat crew members and instructors is 
important because proficiency is believed to be the determining factor 
for career advancement.
Findings reveal that the perceptions of the ICBM crew force at 
Malmstrom APB are not in concert with the beliefs or stated practices of 
the squadron leadership. Two of the five squadron commanders stated 
they base advancement decisions on weapon system and EWO proficiency. 
Squadron commanders firmly deny using the Fm 2 9 to assess proficiency. 
Only one squadron commander related he uses the Fm 2 9 to assess 
proficiency. Discussions with each commander revealed each used a 
different method to assess proficiency and determine advancement. There 
is no consistency between squadrons regarding the criteria used for crew 
member career advancement. It is possible the crew members/instructors 
perceptions are wrong and squadron leaders do not use Fm 29 to assess 
proficiency. Regardless, the research focuses on perception and crew 
members perceive deficiency documentation as negatively affecting the 
careers of student crews.
Because the entire population was surveyed, no tests for 
statistical significance within a sample were required. Multiple 
variables were not presented in the general research question or 
hypotheses and neither correlation or regression tests were used. A 
review of the results noted differences in the perceptions between 
squadron leadership and the combat crew members and instructors in 
questions measuring the same attitude or behavior.
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CHAPTER 5 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The research demonstrates that some ICBM instructors probably 
are not documenting every deviation from the JPR standard that occurs in 
the MPT. The data suggests this is not isolated to a few individuals. 
The problem is systemic and rooted in perceptions and attitudes of the 
combat crew force and instructor cadre. The impact of the problem goes 
beyond combat crews, instructors, and squadron leadership. The error 
analysis and scripts sections are not receiving the data required to do 
their jobs. The crucial constant monitoring step of the ISD process is 
not being accomplished. Fm 29 requires review to address the problems 
associated with its use.
MAFB Form 2 9 Design
There are coordination and routing blocks (Appendix A, blocks 2 0 
and 21) at the bottom of the front side of the Fm 29. Flight 
commanders, squadron operations officers, and squadron commanders have 
access to review and coordinate each Fm 29. There is no need for 
squadron leadership to coordinate and review each Fm 29 unless a severe 
problem with a critical (e.g. EWO) concept is discovered during a MPT 
session. This block should be removed. Squadron leadership only 
requires access to a Fm 29 if retraining critical tasks, or directed 
training is documented. Whatever motivates instructors not to document 
JPR deviations may disappear if combat crew members and instructors know
31
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squadron leadership will not routinely see the form. It is not an 
exaggeration to say nearly one third of the space on the form contains 
instructions for filling out the form. This indicates the form is 
widely used and must contain exacting information. The research shows 
the form is not widely used and the space for instructions could be 
better utilized. Expanding the narrative portion and JPR deviation 
listing (and cause codes) sections may be more useful if the squadron 
leadership no longer has access to the form. Changing who has access to 
review and coordinate Fm 29s may assist changing perceptions and 
attitudes. However, without addressing the attitudes and perceptions of 
the combat crew members and instructors changing the form will do little 
g o o d .
Attitudes and Perceptions
Combat crew member and instructor attitudes and perceptions 
concerning the beliefs of leadership do not agree. Crew members and 
instructors believe squadron leadership uses Fm 2 9 to assess proficiency 
and leadership states they do not use the form for that purpose. Crew 
member/instructor perceptions need to change in order to alleviate 
problems with Fm 29. During administration of the questionnaires one 
squadron commander stated he repeatedly tells his combat crews he does 
not review their Fm 2 9s, and his initials never appear on any Fm 29.
The other four squadron commanders initials do appear on Fm 2 9s and they 
claim to regularly review their crew's Fm 29s. Squadron commanders tell 
their crew members and instructors that "training is free." The data 
surely indicates the crew members and instructors do not believe what
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they are told. It is possible the crews and instructors feel by simply 
reviewing each Fm 2 9 squadron leadership cannot help but make 
proficiency determinations.
SUMMARY
ICBM combat crew members and instructors seem to believe listing 
all of the deviations from the JPR standard committed in the MPT will 
lead to a negative perception by leadership concerning their 
proficiency. Nearly half of the crew members/instructors surveyed 
believe proficiency is the primary factor for career advancement. 
Therefore, the combat crew members and instructors appear to believe 
that listing all deviations from the JPR standard committed in the MPT 
will have a negative effect on their careers. The finding also suggest 
that Fm 2 9 is possibly being misused. Part of the ISD process is to 
monitor training materials and products. This monitoring has likely not 
occurred with Fm 2 9 because it is no longer completely serving its 
designed purpose.
Form 2 9 is designed to document the monthly hands-on weapon system 
and EWO training given to ICBM combat crews. Fm 29 is a product within 
the ISD process. The results of Fm 29 data are used by the error 
analysis section to track problem area trends. These problem areas are 
then submitted to the scripts section for inclusion in the next month's 
MPT script. Due to the perceptions and attitudes of the combat crew 
force and instructors all JPR deviations from standard may not be 
documented. By not documenting all JPR deviations actual problem area 
trends cannot be positively determined. Without accurate problem area
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analysis and subsequent ICBM crew force training is not at its highest 
quality.
Fm 29 needs to be physically redesigned and squadron leadership 
needs to be removed from the review process. Although squadron 
commanders claim they do not use Fm 29s to assess proficiency, knowing 
leadership has access to a complete listing of documented JPR some crew 
members and instructors may not list all deviations committed. It is 
possible that crew member/instructor perceptions about the utility of 
listing all deviations from the JPR standard would change if leadership 
no longer reviewed the form.
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AFB
AFSPC
AFR
EWO
Fm 29
JPR
ICBM
ISD
MAFB
MPT
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
Air Force Base
United States Air Force Space Command 
Air Force Regulation
Emergency War Orders ; nuclear launch procedures 
MAFB Form 2 9
Job Performance Requirement 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile 
Instructional Systems Development 
Malmstrom Air Force Base, Great Falls, MT 
Missile Procedures Trainer
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APPENDIX A 
MAFB Form 29
MMCN: IN;7; T R A IN IN G  R E P O R T
2. FOSiTlOS;
!□ MCCC □  DI.CCC
Î. CREW NO. 4. DATE:
[5. OTri£R CRZ'̂  W£M3£RS: 6. SOU ADR ON:□  IB C  1: □  DOT□  Q  SE: □  D07
Î. OUALIFtCATlON;
□  SCR □  PLCC
t. SCRirTAESSON:
b. TIMS:
1 /
'0. TYPE OF REPORT.
□  UOT FOLLOW ON [2 RECURRING [̂ AO.'OOP j | ACP.-SCP SUPPORT
( 1 INDIVIDUAL TRJ.'G I 1 COMSAT .READY 1— I IMPROVEMENT |-1 UPGRADE SUPPORT'-' '-' CUAUFICaTIDN '— ' '— *1 1 CTaER rn D*.lDCC-MCCC I 1 downgrade r ' CC.IBAT-PEADY SUPPORTr̂EOUACirjCAT CS*hl.i-c DOC OPENED;
1 Q no
i:. LOCATION:Q  LRC Q  LCC 
n  kIPT n  OTHER
13. MPT PERFOR.MANCE SUMVA-RY: 
;̂SAT'.SFACT0RY Q  unsatisfactory
14. MPT hours. 
/
7 T IN S T S J C T C S  s .
ri6 STUOE s T CC<.ï/.£NTS:
I RSCErÆD TfvtjKlwG *.£ I'CiCATEG fcsO V.'AE FULLY BRIEFED TC l/Y SATISFACTION ON ANY PROBLEM AREAS NOTED. 
SIGNATURE OF MCOJt:  _______________________________________
17. OTHER observing OFFICIALS;
1 NAME: OFFICE: .......
IS. INSTRUCTOR’S NAIÆ.
NAME: OFFICE:
18 . INSTRUCTOR'S SIGNATURE:
30 INDIVIDUAL TRAINING (IF ANY)
1 TYPE RESTRlCTEO | I YES f~] NO
31. COORDINATION (AS REQUIRED);
1 TFF FLT CC NOTIFIED: (NAMEOATE/TMEl DOT MIS/CODO
1 CHIEF/SR CREW DOT NOTIFIED: INAMEAATE/TMEl 
1 MiS.CC NOTIFIEO: (NAMEÆATE.TMFT 
I INDIVIDUAL TRAINING MWIITOR: (NAMElDATFrTMn 
1 0033 NOTIFIED (AS REQUIRED): ... (NAME/DATP/T1MP|
TFOO Misn-EF FLTCC
5R CREW MISAPLT-CC
ERROR ANALYSIS Mcce
1 nos notified (AS REOmREO): . (NAMEIDATFfTWF) IT MONITOR
36
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fRAiNIîJÔ n J iP O « l, CONTIMUJ'D
P iïO S L F t!  A R I-/.S
INSTRUC TIO N S: R E C O R D  THE PROBLEM  A)^ê a S f.VJDE PY THE C R fV i N C FER cN C ED  BY EV FN T NUf.ABER, PR EC EDE f W O  EVENT NUI.48EAS BY AN  T  
(1.6 6  3) INCLUDE A  BHÆ F D E S C .îiP T iO N . FO LLO W C O  BV T h F -IPR TASK CODÉ AN Û  D cF iC iC N C Y C O u E . ALL RENLARKb I ^ S T  BE UNCLASSIFIED .
E V E N r NO 06î;C R i:> T iO N JPR TASK 0 £ F  CODE
h  'V , 1 .
TtïïmI"
.TÊm^"
C ENEHAL IN S T K Ü C Ï iONS 
WCCM-2 c A iT  NW^S , f 'iH S l IN .ÎlA L . AN D  RA* JK (I E 2M .TH J C / ^ P t ) ___________
f.U R ^  f î lÉ PO JsTlON IN YV^iiCM T h e  MCCM  iC CURRENTLY C E RTlF lCD OR f'O N  W .1ICH hE /SM ê IS PR ES EN TLY TRAINING
 ENT F R_r HE f/C Ç î^ S  C R E W N U V tÜ E R iF i l  8$ A SP l iT  Ç R E W . g N T F R bO TM  CR£ W  NUt.lB E RS \ i £  R ^ 4 / R ^ 7 2 )
jçr'.v?' vrj___________________________________________
ITF.M s ■ O T i lE R  ;.ICC:..-S LA ST N W .tf . FISST IN I! lAL. AMD HANK
I l  EM  8 • t h £  S iX IA D R O N O fi DtVîSiOfJ OF CU RR EN T A S S IO ttÆ N T
ITEM  /  -  L 'A R K T U t  O I'A L IF IC A T IO N  IN W MlCM THE lACC U IN ITEM 1 IS C U R R EN TLY CEHTIFtKED. M ARK *SCP* FO R  PLCCJwtCCMS U P G R AD IN G  T O  SCPiTtwe.
IT E M S -
ITEM  TU -
H E M  n  
Ttem 1?'
irÊ M  13
EN TER  TH E  SCRIPT O ft LESSO N PLAN USE *W * (W EAPON SYSTEM) E (EW O ) w r iE N  NECESSARY T O  C LAR IFY  W H E N  A CO M PLETE SC RIPT
W A S  N O T  PR ES EN TED  <1 E R-0SW /U-03E). FOR LCC FAMILIARIZATION TO U R S. E N T ER t C C  F AM  TO U R -,_______________________________________ ,
E n t e r  t h e  tu a E  ( l o c a d  t p a in ih g  o e g a m  a n d  e n d e d  h e . io o - is p o )  _______
M f is * K  t i  IE T y p e  o r  r e p o r t :
-  R E C U R R IN G  FO R ALL R E C U RR IN G /PHO F iC iEn CY  TRAINING  • N O T FO LLO W  O N  - CO M BAT READ Y M R O s
-  CCTABAT nEADY OUALIFICATIO N FOR M iSEIO N-KEAÛY STUDENT TR AIN ING  -  IT -IN D IV ID U A L  TR AIN ING
-  O M C C C JAC C C  UPGRADE FO R U tAC CC S IN UPGRADE TRAINING
-  AC P/SC P O UALIFICATIO N FO R INITIAL ACP/SCP Q UALIFICATION TRAINING
-  IMPRO VEM ENT PROG RAM  FO R Q UALITY M PR O VE M E N T TRAINING
-  D O W N G R A D E PEO U ALIF lC ATIO N FO R TRAINING  GIVEN DO W NG RADE M CCMS
- AC PfSC P S ;iP I*O N T  FO R AGP.’SCP CERTIFIED M CCM  f-U PPO RTIN G  PLCC-M CC M  QUALIFYING  FO R  AC P/SC P
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
Deficiency Codes
DC—01 Lack of Knowledge— Did not know or unable to discern the 
requirement to accomplish the task.
DC-02 Lack of Proficiency— Knew of the requirement to accomplish 
the task, but experienced difficulty completing the task satisfactorily.
DC-03 Lack of Association— Had problems analyzing the status 
presented and could not correlate enough information to accomplish the 
task.
DC-04 Lack of Discipline— Demonstrated inattention to detail by 
skipping checklist steps or not detecting the status presented.
DC-05 Other— Demonstrated a deficiency not otherwise listed that 
caused the task to not be performed to standard. A description of the 
cause must accompany the error assessment.
DC-06 Faulty Prioritization— Accomplished the task but 
unnecessarily delayed a relatively more urgent task.
DC-07 Inadequate Crew Coordination— May be indicated when one 
combat crew member had incomplete status. Inadequate use of a required 
demand-response technique.
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APPENDIX D
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Agree Neither Agree/Disagree Disagree Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree
1- The Fm 29 is primarily used by squadron leadership {defined as your 
supervisor, i.e., flight leader, flight commander [senior crew], 
operations officer, squadron commander, etc.) to determine proficiency.
2. In the MPT, if some deviations from the JPR standard (i.e., "problem 
area") are not documented on the Fm 29 it is because too many write-ups 
indicate the crew has a proficiency problem.
3. Sustained (defined as more than 4 consecutive months) superior 
performance during monthly MPT sessions (defined as between 0 and 2 
problem areas, or, deviations from JPR standard) will benefit my career.
4. If instructors identify weapon system problems (deviation from JPR 
standard) in the MPT, they sometimes are not written-up on the Fm 29.
5. If every problem area (deviation from JPR standard) is written on my 
Fm 29, squadron leadership may perceive I have a proficiency problem.
6. If instructors identify EWO problems (deviation from JPR standard) 
in the MPT, they sometimes are not written-up on the Fm 29.
7. Advancement in my squadron is primarily based on weapon system and 
EWO proficiency.
1 2 3 4 5
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APPENDIX E
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Agree Neither Agree/Disagree Disagree Strongly 
Agree Neutral Disagree
1. Squadron leadership primarily uses the Malmstrom Form 29 (Fm 29) to 
assess crew member proficiency.
2. Instructors in my squadron document every deviation from the weapon 
system JPR standard (problem area) a crew member commits in the MPT on 
the reverse of the Fm 29.
3. Advancement in my squadron is primarily based on weapon system and 
emergency war order (EWO) proficiency.
4. Instructors in my squadron document every deviation from the EWO JPR 
standard (problem area) a crew member commits in the MPT on the reverse 
of the Fm 29.
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APPENDIX F 
ICBM CREW MEMBER AND INSTRUCTOR SURVEY
Question Strongly Strongly
Number Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree
1 31 161 77 30 0
2 10 119 61 70 39
3 24 98 57 96 24
4 33 159 24 59 24
5 63 143 30 63 0
6 0 60 53 150 36
7 47 96 57 63 36
SQUADRON COMMANDER SURVEY
Question Strongly Strongly
Number Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree
1 0 1 0 3 1
2 0 3 1 1 0
3 1 1 3 0 0
4 1 3 0 1 0
SQUADRON COMMANDER RESPONSE BY PERCENTAGE
Question Strongly Strongly
Number Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree
1 0% 20% 0% 60% 20%
2 0% 60% 20% 20% 0%
3 20% 20% 60% 0% 0%
4 20% 60% 20% 0% 0%
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4 3
ICBM CREW MEMBER AND INSTRUCTOR RESPONSE BY PERCENTAGE
Question Strongly Strongly
Number Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree
1 10% 54% 26% 10% 0%
2 3% 40% 21% 23% 13%
3 8% 33% 19% 32% 8%
4 11% 53% 8% 20% 8%
5 21% 48% 10% 21% 0%
6 0% 20% 18% 50% 12%
7 16% 32% 19% 21% 12%
ICBM CREW MEMBER/INSTRUCTOR RESPONSE BY AGREEMENT/DISAGREEME*
Question
Number Agree Neutral Disagree
1 64% 26% 10%
2 44% 20% 36%
3 41% 19% 40%
4 64% 8% 28%
5 69% 10% 21%
6 20% 18% 62%
7 48% 19% 33%
SQUADRON COMMANDER RESPONSE BY AGREEMENT/DISAGREEMENT
Question
Tiber Agree Neutral Disagree
1 20% 0% 80%
2 60% 20% 20%
3 40% 60% 0%
4 80% 0% 20%
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